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I, ______________________Joseph M. Cox________________________, certify that the 
information provided on this questionnaire is accurate and the opinions stated here accurately 

reflect my own positions.
 
 

__________________________________________________________________________
 

Please complete, sign and return this via email in both Word Doc and PDF format to 
Amanda@reclaimphiladelphia.org on or before February 1, 2019. [1] 

 
__________________________________________________________________________

 
INTRODUCTION

This is a three-part questionnaire. The first section is designed to give Reclaim Philadelphia’s 
membership a deeper understanding of the viability of your campaign and your potential path to 
victory. The second section includes seven questions that are intended to be richer questions 
with longer answers. They are intended to help the members of Reclaim Philadelphia 
understand how you view the world and the political issues that face Philadelphia. As you might 
expect, these questions are big and broad. Please limit your answers to each question to no 
more than 250 words. The third section of questions are “yes” or “no” questions, which are NOT 
meant to be answered at length. Please only answer “yes” or “no” to these questions.
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PART I - CAMPAIGN INFORMATION - Please answer fully and briefly.
1. How many votes do you need to win? Approximately 35,000
2. What strategies do you plan to use to win? Field, door knocking, phone banking, 

candidate meet and greet house parties, mini-concert meetups all over the city, 
fundraisers. I will continue to be very active and listen to the constituents of Philadelphia.

3. What endorsements have you currently received? PA Our Revolution, Tim Johnson from 
Our Revolution Costa Mesa, Toby Morse of the band H20

4. How much money have you raised? About $4,000 How much do you intend to raise? 
$24,000

 
PART II - LONGFORM QUESTIONS - Please respond in 250 words or less.

 
1. Tell us a personal story about yourself that informs your worldview, your politics, and your 
decision to run for City Council.
 
I have been a bike messenger and part of the gig economy for over 7 and a half years, I have 
literally and physically biked all over Philadelphia. It was the 2016 Bernie Sanders Presidential 
campaign that empowered me to believe that even though I am not part of the “establishment” I 
can make a difference politically. What has been most striking is the extreme levels of poverty, 
from the destitute to the rundown vacant lots, to people living in the nooks and crannies of 
society. It never made any sense to me that living in one of the largest cities in the United State 
of America, how we as a society can allow children and adults to starve to death, to freeze to 
death. With my limited funds I began my nonprofit the PMA Bike Ride, where I and other 
conscientious cyclists and Philadelphians help pass out pizzas to the hungry and provide a human 
connection a minimum of four times a month. Our street citizens are just that citizens who we 
and our government have forgotten until it is too late. For all these reasons and more I decided to 
run for City Council At Large and in doing so help to bump off one of the Republicans from City 
Council.
 
2. What is your opinion of capitalism as a political-economic system? How do your opinions and 
analysis influence your campaign and legislative priorities?
 
I am a Democratic Socialist, I do not believe in trickle-down economics. During my lifetime the 
economic divide has only expanded while the top 1% manages to exploit workers and our tax 
system. Capitalism is the reason why I started the nonprofit PMA Bike Ride. People should not 
be hungry in America, we should look out for our neighbors as a community and government. 
According to the Philadelphia nonprofit ReFed, Philadelphians create about 650 tons of food that 
are wasted, every day. If elected, I would work to support and expand nonprofits who are out in 
the streets helping to alleviate these injustices. Philadelphia has now routinely been dubbed “the 
poorest big city” with a third of our children growing up in poverty. I would want to propose an 
audit of the Philadelphia Housing Authority and work to expand the budget of the Office of 
Homeless Services. We want to invest our city’s budget tax dollars to organizations that have a 
good reputation within the street citizen community. Between the casualties of the opioid 
epidemic, the increase of veterans living on the streets, and our LGBTQ youth we must expand 
the work being done throughout our city and continue to invest in the Office of Homeless 
Services.
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3. What do “white supremacy” and “patriarchy” mean to you? How do you see them operating in 
the City of Philadelphia and its government? What policies, if any, would you enact in order to 
end them?
 
There is no place for white supremacy in society and frankly smash the patriarchy. Women must 
be given the same access and abilities to institutions to overcome the ingrained belief that men 
should hold all power in society. I am a feminist. As to white supremacy: hate is learned and 
passed from one generation to another and we must do more to protect citizens from 
institutionalized racism. We need to end stop-and-frisk policies and continue to call out racism 
within the Philadelphia Police Department and government. I was at the roundhouse and city 
council in protest of the racist police officers recently. We need full worker protection rights 
instituted in Philadelphia that fully protects POC and the LGBTQIA community. We owe it to 
our children to make them upstanding and contributing members of society. We need to make 
sure that our after-school programs are fully funded and that recreation centers become hubs for 
people of all ages and races to come together, relax, play, and learn. Our recreation centers need 
to be staffed and opened all over the city, regardless of zip code. It has been shown that the more 
we interact and befriend those from different backgrounds the harder it becomes to justify 
prejudices and hate that ultimately become the building blocks of white supremacy.
 
4. What do you think of the crisis facing Philadelphia schools? What do you see as its root 
causes? What steps would you take?

Far too many of our politicians are profiting from the privatization of public schools.  Racism 
and classism are at the root of much of the education crisis and innovation and community 
solutions with a multi-tiered response can be the solution. Our schools are in a state of 
emergency. It should be illegal for the conditions of our school to exist from asbestos, mold, 
bedbugs, led, rodents, and brutal temperatures it is simply inhumane. Children in the United 
States of American have the constitutionally protected right to free public education. Despite 
this, our public schools are greatly underfunded. I was at the capitol fighting for fair funding for 
our schools. It is often said that the government’s budget shows you their priorities. The time is 
now to make Philadelphia’s public schools a priority. We need more counselors, mental health 
aides, nurses, librarians, after school programs, transparency, and equity. We need to attract and 
retain our teaching professionals. We must also fund our recreation centers to offer more tutoring 
and clubs to all communities during after school hours. With the recent creation of the 
Philadelphia Board of Education much is still anticipated. We need to take a long hard look at all 
the hats that we require our teachers to wear from a social worker, to nurse, to a medic, to the 
referee, as well as an educator. Schools should not be set up like prisons with stop-and-frisk 
laws, metal detectors, and fear of public shootings.
 
5. Under what circumstances should a person be detained or incarcerated, if any? Does the 
current system meet this criterion? What does safety mean to you and what policies or 
programs would you pursue to achieve your vision?
 
I believe in the Rule of Law and our judicial system; however, I am strongly against stop-and-
frisk laws and the death penalty. When we rely on systems that disproportionality targets our 
black and brown citizens we must reevaluate their purpose. There must be some level of 
accountability. If you break the law there is a consequence and if it is grave enough then that 
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person should be detained and or incarcerated with the right to due process. We need to end cash 
bail which disproportionately impacts our poorest residents. Our current system does not fit that 
criterion on marijuana-related offenses. I believe that we should both legalize marijuana and 
expunge marijuana-related offenses. I do not feel that cannabis should be a criminal offense let 
alone a Schedule I narcotic. We no longer live in Reefer Madness. Therefore, we have to look to 
other states that have successfully implemented legalized marijuana laws on a city level. This 
new revenue must be regulated and taxed so that the funds go to our struggling public schools, 
drug treatment centers, and varying community programs. Safety to me means that we are able to 
coexist in our own pursuit of unalienable Rights and where none are forgotten.
 
6. What is the fundamental factor causing climate change? How should we address this? Do 
you support a Green New Deal for Philadelphia and, if so, what does that mean to you and what 
will you do if elected to City Council?
 
People are the fundamental factor causing climate change. We should greatly invest in 100% 
Renewable Resources and bring new green jobs to Philadelphia. The city council as a whole 
need to take the pledge to not accept any new money and no new contracts from oil companies as 
I have. While I am optimistic that we are recycling again in Philadelphia, there is still much to be 
done to make it greener and clearer. Recycling bins need to be more readily available. We need 
to do a better job of educating residents about what can and cannot be recycled. The bins also 
need to be clearly labeled as to what is recyclable. I Personally believe recycling cans should be 
on every block. I believe every government building should be run on renewables. I am very 
frustrated by the Streets Department pilot program for cleaning our city streets based upon a 
system that cannot and should not be replicated on a larger scale. Using leaf blowers is putting 
more pollution in our air that it is helping. The number one reason for absentees in schools is 
asthma, we need to think about the children. If elected, I would propose a ‘Street Citizens Green 
Clean’ pilot streets program, with people power and homeless resources included. I fully support 
the Green New Deal for Philadelphia. As an older millennial my generation will live through the 
impact and the devastation of our environmental policies – from climate change, plastics in our 
oceans, to the great loss in our bee populations, and the increase in deforestation; There is no 
time to wait, this is a giant crisis.
 
7. Do you think Philadelphia is facing a housing crisis? If so, why? If not, why not? What 
changes would you make to bring housing policy more in line with your vision?
 
Yes, I believe that Philadelphia is facing a housing crisis. We have more abandoned buildings 
then we do street citizens. If elected, I would not be a reactionary political servant. I would want 
to create a bipartisan coalition that included policy experts, all stakeholders, and those in the 
field to help shape reforms that directly impact the varying factors associated with our housing 
crisis. Philadelphia has an extremely unstable housing market for the working class and the poor. 
We would legislate on (1) universal rent control, (2) expanding the good cause legislation, (3) 
establish ‘Right to Counsel’ services to low income tenants, (4) enact a moratorium on sheriff 
sales, (5) work to propose legislation to strengthen unwanted solicitations from “house flippers” 
and lastly, (6) we would demand a public hearing to hold the Philadelphia Housing Authority 
accountable for their role in both displacement and gentrification. No resident should have to 
decide on paying their rent or mortgage or paying for basic necessities. Housing is a Human 
Right. Every household should have options if deciding to rent or buy regardless of wages and 
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income. Private developers and real estate investors target vulnerable populations in 
Philadelphia, including the elderly, the poor and those who are disabled and on a fixed income. 
We will end this predatory practice.
 

PART II - YES OR NO QUESTIONS
 
1. Do you commit to opposing the privatization of all utilities in Philadelphia? (YES) [ X ] NO  [

]
 
2. Do you commit to support and vote for the creation of a Philadelphia Public Bank? ( YES ) [ X 
]  NO  [   ]
 
3. Will you support using savings from closing the House of Corrections to invest in job training 
programs and opportunities for formerly incarcerated people, in an effort to combat mass 
incarceration? (YES) [ X ]  NO  [   ]
 
4. Will you support a participatory study funded by the City to formulate a local Green New Deal 
energy plan to transition Philadelphia to a democratically controlled 100% renewable energy 
system by 2030, create unionized jobs, and center the decisions and needs of Philadelphia’s 
working class and communities of color? (YES) [ X ]  NO  [   ]
 
5. Do you support a democratically elected school board?  (YES) [ X ]  NO  [   ]
 
6. Will you commit to publicly funding and administering fully staffed libraries and recreation 
centers seven days a week?  (YES) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
 
7. Do you support rent control?  (YES) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
 
8. Will you commit that at least 50% of all City funds allocated to create or preserve housing, 
including but not limited to the Housing Trust Fund and subfunds, must go toward helping the 
poorest Philadelphians (30% or less of area median income)? (YES) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
 
9. Will you commit to introducing or sponsoring legislation that would establish a system of 
public financing for city campaigns that would create a fund that would provide matching public 
funds for money individual donors contribute to candidates?  (YES ) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
 
10. Do you support the creation of an overdose prevention site / supervised consumption site to 
help efforts to combat the opioid epidemic in our community? (YES) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
 
11. Do you support completely ending the ten-year tax abatement? (YES) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
 
12.Do you commit to opposing all new fossil fuel projects in Philadelphia by using all zoning and 
regulatory means at your disposal?  (YES) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
 
13.  Will you support increasing funding of the Police Advisory Commission from $500K to 
$1.5M and giving it the power to subpoena, investigate and censure cases of police brutality 
and over-policing?
 (YES) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
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14. Will you publicly support a moratorium on all charter school expansion?  (YES) [ X ]  NO  [
]

 
15. Do you support the right to strike for public employees including teachers? (YES) [ X ] NO  [  
]
 
16. Will you enact a statutory right to counsel for any Philadelphian facing the loss of their 
home, be it foreclosure or eviction?  (YES ) [ X ]  NO  [ ]
 
17. Will you use all means at your disposal to support workers’ right to unionize? 
(YES ) [ X ]   NO  [ ]
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PART III - ADDITIONAL CLARIFICATION
 
If there’s anything else our membership should know about you or if you feel the need to 
provide additional information about any of your above responses, do so here. Please keep your 
response to a total of 100 words or less.
 
I am committed to – “Let’s put People First.” I am a true Independent voice with progressive 
values and if elected to City Council at Large I will fight for the people. I will not be beholden to 
the powers that be and I am willing to question the status quo. We need to look out for the most 
vulnerable, those who live on the margin of society and paycheck to paycheck.

 


